St Chad’s Patchway CE VC Primary School
Open Morning Feedback 2019/2020
1) Please tell us something you found interesting
























I love the way they are learning with computers.
Is much more fun than what we had in our times.
I love how much fun they are having with their learning.
The use of I.T. and open resources (on the internet) was interesting.
It was interesting how different themes/activities are all used to practise the main
learning activities, such as cursive handwriting.
It was so lovely to see how the children learn. I’m amazed at how well they adapt to
new learning and how they can retell a story in their own words.
Loved carpet time with days of the week and months of the year.
How the children are really independent and great at using marking ladders and
editing pens themselves.
The attitude and behaviour of the children! They were all determined and
hardworking.
How well the children sat and stayed interested in the learning.
The way you make maths fun, bringing everyday life like cooking is fab!
I so enjoyed seeing all the children so engaged in the opening maths activity
(‘doubling’ for the cookie recipe). Also, seeing the various stages for recording their
work on doubles.
I liked how interactive the children are. It must take a lot of imagination.
How many different choices there are for independent learning.
I found it interesting to see how the children got to pick a work station and decide
what they wanted to learn.
It was really good to see how all the children interact together when learning sat on
the carpet.
Watching my child take part in activities.
How well the children listened to the teacher.
How much the children knew when doing maths.
The speed at which learning takes place. There is so much in so little time.
Guided reading first thing in the morning when children are awake and alert – felt
more beneficial.
Really impressed with the use of the interactive whiteboard.

2) Please tell us something you did not know before today about school.






Powerpoint teaching is the best way for the kids to learn.
Pencil toppers for learning cursive handwriting.
Didn’t know they get badges for walking.
How regularly you practise spelling.
How the children use marking ladders and red pens for editing.











How much nice space they have in the rooms.
Everyone are put into different groups.
The way in which doubling is taught.
How you use it.
I didn’t realise how much they learn so early on like learning what the different coins
were.
Visual timetable so that all children know what is happening during the day.
How much the children learn in a small amount of time.
Differentiated writing target stickers for each day.
Didn’t realise the children went out individually to read during lessons. Great one on
one reading time.

3) Is there anything else you would like to tell us?










Thank you for the opportunity!
The teacher is just fab.
It is really lovely to come in and spend time working with your child. Thank you!
Thank you for inviting us in!
What a happy learning atmosphere there is in Reception. Thank you for the
opportunity.
I really enjoyed the open morning as I often wonder what happens. I do ask my son
but he doesn’t say much.
Really enjoyable and fantastic learning.
I love how calm and happy the classroom and school environment is.
The children were very well behaved. Very impressed!

